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F 0 6  D e s i g n  P r o p o s a l
The Cedric Price Design Pavi l ion

Inspired by the theological works 
of Cedric Price, most notably his 
conceptual educational facility ‘the fun 
palace’, my SOBE proposal explores 
and disects the nature and method 
of design iteself. Conceptualized as 
an innovative form of infrastructure 
to encourage design, the structure 
utilizes a number of unique methods 
of connectivity to unite the building 
as a system, rather than a simple 
collection of facilities. It is through the 
use of these connective insertions, 
that innovative patterns of design 
methadology are founded, and new 
levels of collaboration formulated.

How do we create? What is the 
methadology utilized by students and 
designers when formulating design? 
How does the built environment 
inform these behavioual patterns?
The ‘Price Design Pavillion’ explores 
these fundamental qustions and 
attempts to instill a new design 
culture amongst Curtin students. A 
culture of innovation, collaboration 
and inspiration.
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Legend
1. Storage
2. Resource Centre
3. Elevators
4. Main Entrance Hall
5. Administration
6. Toilets
7. Emergency Stairwell
8. Retail (Model/Supply Shop)
9. Wood/Metal Shop
10. Lecture Theatre
11. Workshop Street Entrance
12. Exhibition Space
13. Central Hub
14. Retail (Cafeteria/Coffee)
15. Free CAD Space
16. Studio Rooms
17. CATS Rooms
18. Print Room
19. Collaboration Space
20. Thesis/Sessional Study Space
21.	 Staff/Office	Space
22. Kitchen/Leisure Space
23. Conference Space
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Structual and Cost Analysis Design Features
Although complex in program and function, the SOBE design incorporates a regimental and simplistic structural 
system of steel reinforced beaming and reiforced concrete slabwork. Understanding the relative skills of 
tradesmen in the local area. The structure also incorporates brickwork party walls and prefabricated concrete 
panel work where applicable to ensure quality and save in costing.
This	system	of	design	also	has	ongoing	benefits.	The	system	of	steal	beam	work	allows	curtain	walling	to	be	
freely allocated and dispersed through out the space existing on each floor. This creates a truly unique structure, 
being able to be manipulated and evolve over its lifetime. A trait which is paricularly valuable in respect to the 
adaptive nature of university studies, with building programs and relative schools swapping and changing facilities 
regularly.

Based upon reviews of structure incoprporating similar structural systems and relative size, this design is 
estimated at approximately 40 million AUD in development. 

Stage 1
“Material Manipulation”
The design features a state of the art Wood and Metal based workshop 
totalling a total floor space of 645m^2, situatued on the structures base level. 
Here, students operate within the workshop producing initial conceptual 
explorative	 models	 to	 final	 project	 detailed	 building	 models.The	 space	
features large open benchspace condusive to a collaborative and engaging 
atmosphere, with dedicated storage space and an abundance of natural 
lighting.

Stage 2
“Design Progression, Vertical Acension”

Located at the workshops southern edge, an open air space exists where the 
workshop expands out beyond the  buildings footprint. It is in this space that 
opportunity is given for multi level connectivity and transport of cumbersome 
physical model work is offered. Via a system of movable platforms, works 
of students can be seemlessly transported to any level or desired space of 
the structure. This not only provides a direct link to the rest of the  buildings 
facilities but encourages a greater sense of collaboration and teamwork 

through the various departments of SOBE. 

Stage 3
“The transitional Space”

Opporating beyond the perceived capabilites of an infrastructureal system 
of transport,

the movable rooms of the building also function as informal learning spaces, 
freely accessable to students and staff alike. These spaces provide the unique 
experience of existing within a transient space that can be manipulated to 

experience a different climctic condition at the descretion of its occupant. 

Stage 4
“The Design Studio”
The	design	journey	culminates	at	the	Design	Studio	existing	
on floors 3 through 4 of the structure. It is here that students 
are granted forum with their fellow classmates and staff 
alike. 

Operable Learning Space
Detailed Section 

Design Methadology Patterning and Building Explotation
Likeing itslef to a form of infrastrucure enabling the practice of architecture over a designated place for its practice, the 
unique spacial connectivity implemented throughout the structure are discerned as options rather than perscribed method. 
In creating such a system new and innovative methods of design ideation and production can be discovered and imple-
mented by creative students. This instilling a new culture amongst architecture students of curtin, one of freedom, intera-
tion, collaboration and discovery.

Selected Model Joinery: Vertical Workshop Lift
The Vertical Workshop lift is what provides the direct connection throughout the respective vertical floors of 
the SOBE facility. A simplistic system of exposed gears and chain, the liftacts as a learning device in concept, 
showing that despite lacking complex or innovative solutions, an architectural insertion can levy a dramatic 
impact on the program of a structure.

Architecture Design and Technical Integration Studio/Methods
BID Package Submission  

Competition Submission:
Deciduous vs Lipstick Architecture 

Created by Alex Lockhart
Credit to Ahdha Moosa, Thomas Allen and Sarah Warren (The Dream Team) for intial Site Analysis

The southern facade introduces a radical system of opearable study/workshop spaces, 
informing a vertical system of connectivity to the buildings wood and metal workshops 
situated on its ground floor level. Likened as a ‘horizonal lift’ railing allows spaces to move 
freely along the structures facade, interacting with the various studio rooms along its 
exterior. A vertical weighter system is also included, enabling various items, models or tools 
to be transported between various floors and the workshop via its courtyard, protruding 
out from the structures base into the landscape

The Northen facade incorporates a unique system of individual, collective and 
connective spaces pretruding out beyond the buildings structural envelope. Prescribed 
as a mix of rented, public and informal learning spaces, their unique spatial array creates 
a playful and interative educational environment. By also incorporating a system 
of stairwells throughout its fabric, ease of collaboration is dramatically enhanced, 
creating a unique ecosystem of education, easily visible and admired by external on 
lookers. The pattern of rooms in itself also dictating the array of facade panels on the 
buildings exterior, briding the buildings aethetic to its program. A building unique to 
design.

Locally sourced timber panelling is used as the material of shading panels transcribed 
along the buildings facde

Locally sourced timbers, core 10 steel cladding, and corrugated iron sheeting envelopes 
mobile	learning	spaces,	making	a	design	that	is	uniquely	Australian	and	identifiable	to	the	
campus.

An exterior laneway is also proposed as part of the SOBE design. Exising between 
the building and its proposed residential neighbour, an interesting pattern of planters 
and steps are incorporated along its path. This providing a relaxing platform 
conducive to social interation and respite. It also provides visual access to the 
learning spaces displayed above, allowing the public visual access into the world of 
architecture.

Native fauna is inserted into planters along the structures northern laneway. Low 
maintenance and beautiful, the plantlife instill a relaxing and australian undertone to 
the space.
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